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YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING WHETHER ANYTHING CONTAINED HEREIN IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR PARTICULAR
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND FOR SEEKING PROFESSIONAL TAX, LEGAL, AND/OR INVESTMENT ADVICE AS APPROPRIATE. PLEASE SEE
THE OTHER DISCLAIMERS AT THE END OF THIS REPORT.

SUMMARY / KEY INSIGHTS

● Market Performance: The broader digital asset market rose as the prices of BTC and
ETH moved upward and trade at around $17,000 and $1,260, respectively, at the time of
this writing.

● Newsmakers: A prominent crypto lender, Genesis, owes more than $1.8 billion to
creditors, including ~$900 million to Gemini’s clients.

● Taxonomy: Ankr, a Decentralized finance (DeFi) protocol, said that it will compensate
users affected by a $5 million exploit on its platform.

● Events Calendar: Trader Joe, an Avalanche-based DEX, announced plans for
"multi-chain" expansion, starting with Arbitrum One in early January 2023.

● Regulatory Developments: Lawmakers in Brazil took a significant step toward
regulating cryptocurrency and the Central Bank of Indonesia released a whitepaper on
its digital currency.

MARKET PERFORMANCE

The performance of the broader digital asset market has been relatively flat as the total
industry market capitalization stagnated around $850 billion. In the past week, BTC and
ETH went over $17,000 and $1,250, respectively.

BlockFi, a cryptocurrency lending platform, reportedly filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy,
after being affected by the FTX collapse. The company disclosed in the filing that it had
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https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20221128005451/en/BlockFi-Commences-Restructuring-Proceeding-to-Stabilize-Business-and-Maximize-Value-for-all-Clients-and-Stakeholders
https://www.reuters.com/technology/crypto-lender-blockfi-files-bankruptcy-protection-2022-11-28/#:~:text=BlockFi's%20largest%20creditor%20is%20Ankura,19%25%20of%20BlockFi%20equity%20shares.


more than 100,000 creditors, with the difference between its liabilities and assets ranging
from $1 billion to $10 billion. Additionally, the company reported an outstanding loan to
FTX US for $275 million.

Source: DAR’s Market Data

To learn more about DAR’s market data offerings, including prices for 8,000+ digital assets and
verifiable volumes from hundreds of exchanges, click here.

NEWSMAKERS

Genesis owes $900 million to Gemini’s customers
Crypto lender Genesis, and its parent company, Digital Currency Group (DCG), reportedly
owe ~$900 million to Gemini's customers. Gemini’s Earn product allowed customers to
earn up to 8% in interest by lending their cryptocurrencies to Genesis. Genesis halted
withdrawals, causing Gemini Earn’s funds to be stuck. Since then, Gemini’s daily trading
volume has been decreasing, which is a trend that aligns with the broader digital asset
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https://www.digitalassetresearch.com/crypto-pricing-benchmarks-verifiable-volume/
https://www.ft.com/content/32977a99-c1c3-4f34-9ecc-4057217bf974


market. The total number that Genesis owes to its creditors currently stands at ~$1.8
billion.

Source: DAR’s Market Data

TAXONOMY

ANKR to Reimburse Users Due to the Exploitation
Ankr, a BNB Chain-based decentralized finance (DeFi) protocol, confirmed that it was the
victim of a multi-million dollar exploit on 1 December 2022 and said that it will reimburse
impacted users. According to reports, an attacker successfully minted 20 trillion Ankr
Reward Bearing Staked BNB (aBNBc), which is a reward-bearing token for BNB that has
been staked on the protocol.
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https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/12/04/genesis-creditor-groups-loans-amount-to-18b-and-counting-sources/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/12/04/genesis-creditor-groups-loans-amount-to-18b-and-counting-sources/
https://twitter.com/ankr/status/1598503332477280256?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1598503332477280256%7Ctwgr%5Ef96d63ad3343caf0b3f72266a1e151a6038e86d8%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Fankr-confirms-exploit-asks-for-immediate-trading-halt
https://twitter.com/ankr/status/1598624443642703872?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1598624443642703872%7Ctwgr%5E7dcdb0a6ff4737f7a045832be869be6ea5cb6a91%7Ctwcon%5Es1_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fmarkets%2F2022%2F12%2F02%2Fdefi-protocol-ankr-exploited-for-over-5m%2F
https://twitter.com/PeckShieldAlert/status/1598491115887661056?cxt=HHwWgMDQsezM_a4sAAAA
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Source: DAR’s Market Data & Taxonomy Data

Decentralized Finance is one of the DATS Themes.

The Digital Asset Taxonomy System (DATS), developed in partnership with the Wilshire Digital
Assets Advisory Group, was designed from the bottom up to capture the nuances of the digital
landscape. To learn more about the different classifications of more than 1,300 digital assets, click
here.

EVENTS CALENDAR

Trader Joe Will Be Deployed on Arbitrum in January 2023
Trader Joe, a DeF protocol, announced its first expansion beyond the Avalanche network
with plans to launch on Arbitrum One in January 2023. Trader Joe’s total value locked
(TVL) and user activity experienced a significant decrease during the third quarter of 2022.
Trader Joe's TVL went down by ~23% in the third quarter and ended the quarter at
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https://www.digitalassetresearch.com/reference-data-master-taxonomy/
https://www.digitalassetresearch.com/reference-data-master-taxonomy/
https://joecontent.substack.com/p/trader-joe-to-deploy-onto-arbitrum
https://defillama.com/protocol/trader-joe-dex


approximately $140 million. On the other hand, the total value locked (TVL) on the
Arbitrum network has climbed by more than $300 million over the past several months,
and the ecosystem now holds slightly more than $1 billion. The expansion move is part of
Trader Joe’s overall strategy to enter new markets and increase user activity.

Source: DAR’s Pricing Data

To learn more about the comprehensive listing of critical events and updates impacting leading
digital assets and blockchains, check out DAR’s events calendar product here.

REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS

Brazil Approves a Law That Authorizes Using Crypto as a Payment Method
The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies recently approved a regulatory framework that would
allow cryptocurrency to be used as a form of payment in the country. Although this is a
step forward for crypto in Brazil, the bill still needs to be signed by the president of Brazil
for it to be enacted. If enacted, the measure will expand the definition of payment
methods to include digital currencies and air miles programs. These payment methods
will continue to be within the purview of the nation's central bank.
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https://defillama.com/chain/Arbitrum
https://www.digitalassetresearch.com/crypto-events-calendar/
https://www.camara.leg.br/proposicoesWeb/fichadetramitacao?idProposicao=1555470&fichaAmigavel=nao


Indonesia Announced a Proposal to Adopt a Digital Rupiah
Amidst a surge in the use of digital transactions across Indonesia, the country's central
bank has revealed a whitepaper on digital rupiah. At a recent press conference, Governor
of the Bank Indonesia (BI) Perry Warjiyo stated that the bank would be the only State
agency authorized to issue digital rupiah. The digital currency will use a technology
platform that is interoperable with digital currencies issued by other central banks. The
usage of cryptocurrencies in Indonesia as a payment method is not permitted now;
nevertheless, transactions involving digital assets can take place on the commodity
futures market for investment.

To stay on top of digital asset regulatory developments, subscribe to DAR’s monthly regulatory
recap newsletter here.
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https://www.bi.go.id/en/publikasi/kajian/Documents/Financial-Stability-Review_38.pdf
https://www.bi.go.id/en/rupiah/digital-rupiah/default.aspx#:~:text=Digital%20Rupiah%20is%20a%20contribution,Rupiah%20in%20the%20digital%20era.
https://www.bi.go.id/en/rupiah/digital-rupiah/Documents/White-Paper-CBDC-2022_en.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/indonesia-cbank-says-digital-rupiah-currency-can-be-used-metaverse-2022-12-05/
https://www.digitalassetresearch.com/newsletters/


DISCLAIMERS

You are permitted to store, display, analyze, modify, and print this report, but only for your own use. You are not
permitted to (a) reverse engineer, decompile, decode, decrypt, disassemble, or in any way derive source code
from this report; (b) modify, translate, adapt, alter, or create derivative works from this report; (c) copy (except as
expressly permitted in the Subscription Services Agreement), distribute, publicly display, transmit, sell, rent, lease
or otherwise exploit this report or grant any third party access to it; (d) frame or scrape or in-line link to the this
report or use web crawlers, web spiders or other automated means to access, copy, index, process and/or store
any of the information herein; (e) create apps, extensions, programs or other products or services that use any of
the information herein; or (f) make or have made a service or product using similar ideas, features, functions or
graphics of or providing a similar benefit as that provided by this report.

DAR DOES NOT MAKE AND HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THIS REPORT IS
AT YOUR SOLE RISK AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS-IS” AND DAR DOES NOT MAKE
ANY WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE OPERATION, AVAILABILITY, RELIABILITY, ORIGINALITY OR ADEQUACY
OF THE SAME. THIS REPORT (INCLUDING ANY INFERENCES OR CONCLUSIONS DRAWN HEREIN) IS BASED ON
INFORMATION DAR CONSIDERS RELIABLE, HOWEVER, DAR DOES NOT REPRESENT IT AS ACCURATE OR
COMPLETE, AND IT SHOULD NOT BE RELIED ON AS SUCH. THIS REPORT (INCLUDING ANY INFERENCES OR
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN HEREIN) IS PROVIDED FOR GENERAL INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND YOU ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING WHETHER ANYTHING CONTAINED HEREIN IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR
PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, AND FOR SEEKING PROFESSIONAL TAX AND/OR INVESTMENT ADVICE AS
APPROPRIATE. DAR DOES NOT GIVE TAX, LEGAL OR INVESTMENT ADVICE OR ADVOCATE THE PURCHASE OR
SALE OF ANY SECURITY, INVESTMENT, CRYPTOCURRENCY OR DIGITAL ASSET. NONE OF THE INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT CONSTITUTES OR IS INTENDED TO CONSTITUTE A RECOMMENDATION BY DAR TO
ACQUIRE, HOLD, INVEST IN, OR USE ANY PARTICULAR COIN, TOKEN, CRYPTOCURRENCY, PROTOCOL, COMPANY
OR FOUNDATION.

You assume the entire risk of any use you make or permit to be made from this report. Without limiting the
foregoing and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall DAR have any liability
regarding this report for damages, even if notified of such possibility.

The information contained herein is as of the date hereof and is subject to change without prior notice. We may
provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are
contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Information containing any historical information, data or
analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance as past performance does
not guarantee future results. None of DAR’s products or services recommend, endorse, or otherwise express any
opinion regarding any “coin”, “token”, “cryptocurrency” “protocol”, “company” or “foundation” and none of DAR’s
products or services are intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from
making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
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